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In years of writing editorials, it has been a
rare accolade to draw a reader’s reaction.
But threeping on about the silicon equip-
ment manufacturers association SEMI in
November, has roused the co-chair of the
European Compound Semiconductor
Technical Committee, Roy Blunt (IQE UK)
to remonstrate amiably that SEMI does,
and always has dealt with materials.
I apologise if I misled anyone into thinking
SEMI stood for anything but the
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials
Institute.  But I continue to feel the materi-
als side of SEMI does not get the kudos it
deserves. 
Where, after all, were the press releases
on Roy Blunt’s  new co-chair Roland
Bindemann  (Freiberger Compound
Materials) who has taken over from
Wolfgang Jantz (Fraunhofer IAF)? 
The Committee, says Blunt, meets gener-
ally twice a year and has been the force
behind some remarkable, but I would
claim unlauded, work, as on the accepted
specifications for 150mm GaAs wafers.
(Currently a proposal for a global task
force (GTF) on 200mm GaAs wafers now
only needs to secure industrial approval.)
The GTF will also it seems look at GaSb
and the standardising of SiC 2”, 3” and 4”
wafers.
SEMI may keep its member well informed
- to date best publicity is for Book to Bill
ratios, chips sales statistics, and globally
held conferences.  But there’s no doubting
the sway of the US chapter over the organ-
isation, and although materials are critical
to SEMI, it’s US NIST and Sandia Labs who
seem to be most willing to publicise work
and development on compound and nano
materials standards and metrology. 
Main player equipment manufacturers are
clearly moved by materials.  Hence the
intriguing development of Emcore selling
its TurboDisc division to Veeco, which is
clearly intent on becoming a compound
and silicon ‘one stop shop’ for equipment. 
Just as interesting, therefore, was Veeco’s
failed bid to acquire charged particle
beam supplier FEI, now into delivering  3D
metrology information for nano markets. 
Watch the trend ramp up in 2004 for the
semiconductor equipment giants to move
into the nano field.  Tegal and its acquisi-
tion of Nano Layer Deposition cluster tool
manufacturer, Simplus Systems Corp, is
just one example.
And watch out for the reverse as when
growth nano companies, like nano-optic
NeoPhotonics have the funds to buy com-
panies like Lightwave Systems, getting
good technology on the cheap to provide
that winning formulae of ‘most optical cir-
cuit functions, in the smallest space at
lowest cost.’
One trusts the SEMI technical committee
has a weather eye on future compound
nano material potential.
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